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Aggregation of patchy colloidal particles: 
The role of the valence



Phase behavior of functionalized (patchy) particles
(a well defined system to study self-assembly and formation of
physical-gel)

Geometric Properties (percolation ideas)

Thermodynamic Properties (phase diagram)

Gel Dynamics





Pine

Directional Interactions
(Pine’s particles)

Self-Organization of Bidisperse Colloids in Water Droplets
Young-Sang Cho, Gi-Ra Yi, Jong-Min Lim, Shin-Hyun Kim,
Vinothan N. Manoharan,, David J. Pine, and Seung-Man
Yang J. Am. Chem. Soc.; 2005; 127(45) pp 15968 - 15975;

Pine



DNA functionalized particles





DNA-dendrimers

Four Arm Ologonucleotide Complexes as precursors for the generation of supramolecular periodic assemblies
JACS 126, 2050 2004

DNA Gels 1



The class of particles I will focus on includes particles with
controlled valence (functionality), i.e. with a well defined
maximum number f of bonded neighbors.



The “number of bonds” is properly defined

To “understand” self-assembly in these systems means:

Geometric properties

A)   To formulate a theory to calculate Thermodynamics

B)   To formulate a theory to calculate the cluster size distribution

knowing



Let’s start with the  “geometry”

Solution exists for loop-less clusters  (Stockmayer  JCP 11, 45 1943)



Bond loop-less clusters

Cluster with bond loops



Why theoreticians like loop-less clusters ? 
Simple relation between Number of clusters and Number of bonds

Each bond decreases by one the number of cluster !!!

7 clusters -  0 bonds

6 clusters -  1 bonds

5 clusters -  2 bonds



Review of Stockmayer approach:





Find the cluster size distribution which maximize the entropy
satisfying the two constraints:

With A and B Lagrange multipliers 



AD,AE,AF, BD,BE,BF, CD,CE,CFA

B
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3 different dimers (12,13,23) each of them made in 9 ways,
times  4x3 ways to mix a dimer with the remaining monomer,
divided by two to avoid overcounting

3x9x4x3/2=162

1 2 3



4 different trimers (123,124,134,234),each of them made in 162
ways. Separating the linear and the star configurations one gets:
Linear configurations: times 4x3 (bonds, 4 on the trimer and 3 on
the monomer) ways divided by two to avoid overcounting: 4 x 162
x 4 x 3 / 2 = 3888 1 2 3 4
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Star configuration: times 1x3 (bonds, 1 on the central particle and 
3 on the monome) divided by three to avoid overcounting
4 x 162 x 1 x 3 / 3 = 648.
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How to calculate  ωn ?
(Appendix A of JCP  11,45)



Performing the sums… one finds



Simple case:  f=2  (chains) (see JCP 126, 194903 2007)



Simple case:  f=2  (chains) (see JCP 126, 194903 2007)



C1=f p 

Bond probability=p

C2= (f-1) p C1 

C3= (f-1) p C2 

CN= [(f-1) p]N-1 C1

(f-1) pc=1

………………

Critical Value !!!

Now… f>2 (branching).  Where does the system percolate ?   

 pc=1/(f-1)



Let’s go back to the cluster size distribution…. (f=3)

Increase of the polydispersity on increasing pb



Using Stirling’s approximation

Cluster size distribution at percolation



Cluster size distribution  at percolation

Critical behavior - power law dependence - critical exponent -2.5 

Absence of a characteristic size



Cluster size distribution close to percolation p_c…..

Expanding  around percolation, one finds



Mean Cluster Size S   
Diverges at percolation with critical exponent -1

Slope=-1



Fraction of particles in the infinite cluster:

Critical exponent
Beta=1



Predictions (close to pc) :

suscettibility

magnetization 
(order parameter)

No loops: τ=2.5, σ=0.5 (df=4)
3d (approx):  τ=2.18, σ=0.45, df=2.53

Stauffer  Phys. Rep. 1979



Percolation: what does it means for reversible bonds ?

Little  break



Thermodynamics
(in the “ideal gas” limit)

Since it is a system in dynamic equilibrium ….





An alternative route to the ideal gas of clusters free energy

Substituting the known cluster size distributions

!!!!!!



Some additional (potentially useful) relations



Case  f=2



A chemical reaction approach: Focus on the reactive site

  O + O   <=> C

Ideal gas





Wertheim  TPT  for associated liquids
(particles with f  identical sticky sites )

At low densities and low T (for SW)…..
Vb

Wertheim in a nut-shell
Appendix A: Bianchi et al
J. Chem. Phys. 128, 144504 (2008)



f=2

JCPEquilibrium chains



f=2  (Chains)
JCP

Energy per particle



f=2  (Chains)

<L>

JCP

Average chain length 



Specific Heat Maxima…..



A line in the phase diagram…….

Assembled

Un-assembled



Branching:   Mixtures of two and three….



Binary Mixture of f=2 and 3

X3=0.055
<M>=2.055

N3=330

N2=5670

Each color
labels
a different
cluster



A snapshot
of

<f>=2.025

N3=330

N2=5670

T=0.05, φ=0.01



<M>=2.055

pb predicted extremely well (in this model) !

(ground state accessed in equilibrium)



“Time” dependence of the potential energy  (~pb)
 around the predicted Wertheim value

ground-state



Connectivity properties and cluster size distributions: Flory and Wertheim



No bond-loops in finite clusters !



Generic features of the phase diagram
Branching introduces percolation and phase-separation!

Cv
max line

Percolation line

unstable



Why is there a phase separation ?



Phase Diagram - Theory and Simulations

E. Bianchi, J. Largo, P. Tartaglia,
E. Zaccarelli, FS
Phase diagram of patchy colloids:
towards empty liquids
Phys. Rev. Lett. 97, 168301, 2006 



How does the valence affect the phase diagram?



Further reduction with f<3 (mixtures)



Wertheim

Empty liquids !Cooling the liquids without phase separating!



Message:   Possibility to reach (in
homogeneous conditions)
states where βu>>1 and the
bond lifetime is large

   A DIFFERENT final fate to the
liquid state. Arrested states at
low φ !!!

 In the newly available density
region (whose with is
controlled by the valence), at
low T the system forms a
“equilibrium” gel






